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Welcome to the Birmingham Forward Steps 
Newsletter June 2020 

 

Website: https://bhamforwardsteps.co.uk/  Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BFSHVS/  Twitter: https://twitter.com/ForwardStepsHV 

It’s been a challenging time for Forward Steps, our charitable partners and for health & wellbeing services in general. This 
edition focuses on how Birmingham Forward Steps has adapted to Covid-19 and the great work our staff continue to do.    
 

Forward Steps & COVID-19 
 

In light of national guidance regarding the COVID-19 pandemic, 
Birmingham Forward Steps has been running an adapted service, 
with emphasis on phone and online sessions, alongside targeted 

contact, rather than face-to-face group sessions for families.  

The health visiting service continues to offer advice and support 
during standard business hours and weekdays. It continues to 
offer contact to all families with new-borns (including contact at 
6-8 weeks) and targeted contact to families where there is a 
known or newly identified need for support.  

BFS children’s centres continue to provide families with locality 
based help, support and are open for key frontline health 
services; this is mostly a programme of virtual activities using 
the telephone or online tools.  

Any further changes regarding site and service availability will 
be communicated locally via our Children Centre staff and 
Facebook pages.  

https://www.bhamcommunity.nhs.uk/patients-public/children-and-young-
people/covid-19-info/ 
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Barnardo’s in Yardley: Neighbourhood Early Help COVID-19 Response – May 2020 

The following is an example of how Birmingham Forward Steps and the Early Help localities worked together to provide 
support for a Mum and four children currently living in a one room hostel with shared bathroom and kitchen facilities in 
Yardley.  The four children include two under-five’s and two teenagers.  The Mum only asked for a food parcel but 
dedicated staff in the area dug further and completed the following actions for the family:  

They linked in to two newly funded community organisations with one organising activity packs for the young children, 
and the other organising care packages for the teenagers. They will also be organising weekly mentoring. They applied for 
a laptop and dongle via Birmingham Education Partnership and the school for the family to support online mentoring and 
school work.  
 
The children’s centre put together a basic PPE pack to help alleviate mums anxiety when using the shared spaces.  The 
Children’s Centre are also looking to assign further support via a family support worker and will be discussing health 
input with the local health visiting team at integrated allocation.  
 
Here are links to how professionals can make referrals:  
https://bhamforwardsteps.co.uk/about-us/information-professionals-make-referral/ 
https://www.birmingham.gov.uk/Covid19CYPF 

 

Despite lockdown, colleagues across the different partnering organisations 
have been using technology to help stay connected. One Spurgeons colleague 
who’s especially grateful for this technology is Maxine Soden-Field, a 
‘Language Through Play Lead’ from the Sutton Coldfield District of BFS. 
  
Providing speech and language support for children and families, where the 
child has speech and language delay, Maxine has been tested by the reality of 
not being able to meet up face-to-face for regular weekly sessions. Undaunted, 
Maxine has kept up and even increased her regular ‘contact’ with families by 
giving virtual support, using telephone, email and Facebook. 
  
 
“All the 16 families I’ve spoken to were grateful for the contact and happy to engage in a virtual way, to discuss the issues 
that their children have been having with their speech and language challenges.” said Maxine. “They’ve shared with me 
things they’ve tried and have been happy to take advice and strategies, accepting ideas that they can use now while the 
group isn’t currently running.” 
  
Maxine and the Speech and Language team are currently working up ideas for Talking Tips and how they can be 
implemented with families through activities. As someone once said, it’s good to talk! 

Spurgeons in Sutton: ‘Now seldom seen speech service still very much heard’ – April 2020 

 
Maxine Soden-Field 

 

https://bhamforwardsteps.co.uk/about-us/information-professionals-make-referral/
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Kooth offers online mental health 
support for all Birmingham 
children and young people (aged 
11 – 25). It’s a web orientated 
mental wellbeing community that 
is free, safe and offers anonymous 
support. 
  
Since launch, Kooth have had a 
positive response from children 
and young people. They continue 
to work across different agencies 
in Birmingham ensuring that 
young people have access to this 
support.  
 
Generally, comments, discussion 
board themes and peer discussion 
have centred on the following; 
issues around school closures & 
exam cancellations, family 
relationships, domestic violence 
and concerns from children of 
parents with substance misuse 
issues. 
 
 
 

Kooth can be accessed via this link:  
https://kooth.com  
Any further queries please contact:  
Maxine.tomlinson2@nhs.net  

 

PREVIEW: ♪ Early Years Music Project comes to Birmingham ♫  
 
In September 2019, Birmingham Forward Steps and a group of consortium partners 
were awarded £149,000 by Youth Music Charity. Over a two year period (2019-2021) the 
project, called Sounds of Play, aims to improve music provision for children and 
families in the early years, from birth to 5-year olds.  
 

Sarah Robbins, CEO of The Springfield project, partner of Birmingham Forward Steps 
said:  
 
“Birmingham Forward Steps is delighted to have the opportunity to bring this 
comprehensive early years music programme to the city. Music is a fantastic tool for 
supporting children to develop well and it also has the power to enrich lives. In this 
music-rich city it is only right that our youngest children have opportunities for music 
making and it is an honour that so many of the city’s musical institutions are joining us 
to make this a reality. Thank you to Youth Music for their support in bringing Sounds 
of Play to life.” 
 

Forward Steps and The Birmingham Early Years Music Consortium (BEYMC) will be 
working with a wide range of settings including children’s centres; maintained 
nurseries; and private, voluntary and independent settings. 
 

Project Manager, Nicola Burke, and the consortium partners will focus on training their 
own practitioners in Early Years Music, impacting the work of teachers, practitioners 
and musicians. For more information contact: nicola@musicforearlyyears.co.uk 
Please follow the project on Twitter: @PlaySoundsof 
 
Pease note training is currently suspended due to Covid-19 but music partners are 
producing videos for families to support music making at home. 
 
 

Queries? Feedback? Would like a story to be featured in the BFS newsletter? Please contact: Balwant.Dass@bhamcommunity.nhs.uk 
 

  
Zoe Challenor, Singer, Sounds of Play 

 
Sarah Robbins, Sounds of Play 

Launch, October 2019  
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